AD Kicks Off Art Basel Miami Beach with a
Swinging Celebration
Architectural Digest hosts a star-studded soirée of its own, complete
with outdoor installations by five top creative talents
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As even the most casual observer of Instagram will soon discover, this is the week that the
international art and design worlds hit Miami with hurricane force, taking over the city with a
series of fairs, happenings, and glittering gatherings. To celebrate, Architectural Digest has put on
a show—and a party—all its own. Collaborating with the new 1 Hotel South Beach and curator
Camille Obering, AD commissioned five creative talents to devise outdoor installations for the
property’s sprawling beachfront grounds. The resulting mix, collectively titled “Refuge,” was
unveiled Tuesday night at a soirée hosted by AD editor in chief Margaret Russell with Richard
LeFrak and Barry Sternlicht, the hospitality gurus behind the hotel’s spectacular makeover.
The affair was quite literally swinging. Canadian designer Philippe Malouin conjured a circular
swing set out of steel, rope, and slabs of Caesarstone, inviting conversations in the round. “Every
swing set should be like this,” remarked Dee Hilfiger, one of the sea of boldface names in
attendance. Her husband, Tommy (of fashion-empire fame), nodded in agreement, saying simply,
“It’s the coolest.”
Steps away sat a sculpture by Hilary Harnischfeger, a Brooklyn-based talent known
for putting discarded items to dynamic use. In this case, her materials of choice
were ceramic and glass sink basins—by Kohler, no less—which she has
assembled into a wondrous, craglike mass and coated in Technicolor pigment
reminiscent of South Beach’s neon lights. Also nodding to the scenic surrounds
was a large-scale mural by Robert Lazzarini, who used Benjamin Moore paints to

execute overlapping lines that echo the trunks of palm trees. “You’d never believe how much this
place has changed in the past 20 years,” observed designer Roman Alonso of the AD100 firm
Commune, referring both to the city’s extraordinary transformation and to the hotel’s
metamorphosis.
Elsewhere along the stretch of sand, guests gathered around a sculpture by Carlos Rolón (a.k.a.
Dzine) that was inspired by the town squares of Puerto Rico and incorporates custom-made Ann
Sacks tile. Last but not least, Michele Oka Doner erected a massive tent made of bamboo and
Sunbrella fabric, enlivening the soft surfaces with a botanical motif inspired by mangroves.
“Welcome to the retreat!” she exclaimed at the arrival of guests, among them Beth Rudin
DeWoody and AD contributing photographer Firooz Zahedi. Don’t mind if we stay awhile.
“Refuge” remains on view at the 1 Hotel South Beach through December 6, noon to 6 p.m. daily;
1hotels.com

Architectural Digest commissioned five creative talents, along with the 1 Hotel South Beach and curator
Camille Obering, to devise outdoor installations for the property’s sprawling beachfront grounds. Here, from
left, Richard LeFrak, Philippe Malouin, Michele Oka Doner, Robert Lazzarini, AD editor in chief Margaret
Russell, Hilary Harnischfeger, Carlos Rolón/Dzine, Camille Obering, and AD publisher and chief revenue
officer Giulio Capua arrive.

Guests enjoy the tropical setting.
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Hilary Harnischfeger poses with her installation, Delhi Mound.
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